These words describe the University of Wisconsin-La Crosse and, more importantly, our students. Join our campus community and learn from distinguished professors, conduct collaborative research, acquire an internship in your field of study, and earn a well-respected degree. Study alongside other intelligent, motivated students and challenge yourself to step outside of your comfort zone. Our dedicated faculty and staff are here to mentor you and guide you toward success.


OUR STUDENT BODY COMES FROM:
42 STATES
43 COUNTRIES

UNDERGRADUATE: 9,617
GRADUATE: 963
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U.S. NEWS & WORLD REPORT RANKS UWL #3 ON ITS LIST OF THE BEST REGIONAL PUBLIC UNIVERSITIES IN THE MIDWEST

FOR MORE THAN A DECADE UWL HAS BEEN NAMED ONE OF KIPLINGER’S 100 BEST VALUES IN PUBLIC UNIVERSITIES

900+ INTERNSHIPS AWARDED EACH YEAR

91% AVERAGE CLASS SIZE: 29

900+ INTERNSHIPS AWARDED EACH YEAR

WELL-KNOWN EMPLOYERS WHO HIRE UWL GRADUATES
Mayo Clinic
Amazon
Boeing
IBM
3M
Ernst & Young LLP
Cargill
SpaceX

926 of classes have less than 50 students

19:1 STUDENT-FACULTY RATIO

www.uwlax.edu
La Crosse, Wisconsin

La Crosse, Wisconsin is located in the Upper Midwest region of the United States. With a population of 51,567, La Crosse boasts all of the benefits of a mid-size community: arts and entertainment, advanced and recreational business and industry, state-of-the-art health care, and—most importantly—safety. The re-developed Riverfront Park on the Mississippi River, enjoy the view from Grandad Bluff (180 meters above the city), hang out with friends at local restaurants and coffee shops, catch a meal at the downtown budget theater, and shop at the small shops or large department stores. Experience of four seasons, with daily temperature change ranging from 0°C to -15°C in winter. If you don’t take a day to see why La Crosse has a reputation for being a friendly, safe, and welcoming community!

TRAVEL BEYOND LA CROSSE

If you wish to see more of the area and need a day, you can check the Facebook page for travel groups. Students who have cars and would like riders to share expenses will post their destination from.

AIR

Dial and American Airlines serve the La Crosse area. The La Crosse Municipal Airport (IAF) located on French Island, just off I-90 on La Crosse’s north side.
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